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ONE DAY ONE NIGHT
WORDS AND MUSIC BY: JOHAN KLINTSÄTER

Take me down to the city
People everywhere, what a lovely sight
The night is still young, and the pulse goes strong
It’s a wonderful hot evening here in town
And I’m feeling alright on a Saturday night
Everything is alright, everything is alright tonight
And I’m feeling the heat, here and everywhere
Everything is alright, everything is alright tonight
Walking from bar to bar, just killing some time
A lot of cash we spending, the water´s flowing in masses
And we wanna get high, getting high on life
Dance all night, till we drop in the morning sun
And I’m feeling alright on a Saturday night
Everything is alright, everything is alright tonight
And I’m feeling the heat, here and everywhere
Everything is alright, everything is alright tonight
One day,
One night
Feeling alright
Feeling alright
One day
One night
Feeling alright
Feeling alright
And I’m feeling alright on a Saturday night
Everything is alright, everything is alright tonight
And I’m feeling the heat, here and everywhere
Everything is alright, everything is alright tonight
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BE SOMEBODY

WORDS AND MUSIC BY: JOHAN KLINTSÄTER
Information
Is no shortage
Everywhere it flows
On a TV-screen, in a social global network all around the world
Theories
Such as twisted
Conspiration’s of humanity
Beets my mind everyday
Will it ever ends?
When the world is spinning round and round
There must be somebody, be somebody out there
Take another way when the world is spinning round and round
There must be somebody. Be somebody out there
Worthless illusions
You have to be thin with a perfect waist
Is what you need to become a star
Which deeply ideals we live by
Will it ever ends?
When the world is spinning round and round
There must be somebody, be somebody out there
Take another way when the world is spinning round and round
There must be somebody. Be somebody out there
Be somebody out there?
GUITARSOLO...
Spinning round and round, in some electric kind of world
I’ve got 10.000 likes on my last status update
Taking pictures of everything. Share it with the world
There must be somebody, be somebody out there
Will it ever ends?
When the world is spinning round and round
There must be somebody, be somebody out there
Take another way when the world is spinning round and round
There must be somebody. Be somebody out there
Be somebody out there?
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1996/2010/2012

BECOME

WORDS AND MUSIC BY: JOHAN KLINTSÄTER
Hold your head high when the setbacks, reach your soul in a personal way.
Do not fool around as a madman with his head down at the ground.
Let the light be a stronghold where you will find peace for the day.
Do not let the interference from the shadows of your past hunts you down
Just loosen yourself from everything that will drag you down
No one should determine your path
Just live for the truth and let it shape what you should become
What you should become
A broken soul that lives as a reed in the wind, which can´t settle down.
Losing their strength, losing their power, are rarely satisfied anywhere.
Turn yourself free from your shackles, that keeps your skills back in the dark.
Do not lose your fortune, fame and glory on the world´s garbage dump.
Just loosen yourself from everything that will drag you down
No one should determine your path
Just live for the truth and let it shape what you should become
What you should become
GUITARSOLO...
Just loosen yourself from everything that will drag you down
No one should determine your path
Just live for the truth and let it shape what you should become
Let the light follow you now
Just loosen yourself from everything that will drag you down
No one should determine your path
Just live for the truth and let it shape what you should become
What you should become
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2010/2014

Leaving places

WORDS AND MUSIC BY: JOHAN KLINTSÄTER
Standing at the grand old station
Train is Leaving Soon
Got the suitcase on My back
The most important things are there
Can’t Stay around here anymore
My life has Come to an end
It’s Not My fault, was not meant to be
But it so it goes
Leave me be. Set me free
From this pain I Made you Through
In My Heart there is peace
Now I turn to the other Side
Leaving places, can’t embrace it
As long as I Am lost in this maze
I Am Leaving today for an unknown destination
I Walk this road Alone, not with you
Now I’m sitting here in the train compartment
Writing this little letter to you
Hope you read and understand my choice
It wasn’t an easy decision to take
My destiny wanted something else
I just followed my own heart
Don’t judge me to hard. Please! Don´t to it
I belong to you and you belong to me
Always keep this in mind
I hope you and I, we will meet someday
At the meadow, across the lake
Leaving places, can’t embrace it
As long as I Am lost in this maze
I Am Leaving today for an unknown destination
I Walk this road Alone, not with you
Leaving places, can’t embrace it
But I know I am so much stronger than ever before
I Am Leaving this now for an unknown destination
I Must Walk this road Alone, not with you
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Have you ever been alone in your mind
Felt a great sense of anxiety inside
Felt disruptions that you don’t want to live, but you don’t want to die?
But it’s time for me to leave everything behind me
So I must say goodbye to you, goodbye my friend
Hope you understand my feelings to
As your days gone, days gone by
Ever since that heavy times we had together
I’ve not been able to get me out of the darkness
I’ve tested pills, medication, alcohol, self-help therapy
Everything you can’t imagine
But nothing of that has helped me
My inner thoughts has gone round, round and round
“I want to die”. “I do not want die”. “I want die”.
“I do not want to die”. “I want to die”. “But not tonight”!
PLEASE HELP ME GOD”
Leaving places, can’t embrace it
As long as I Am lost in this maze
I Am Leaving today for an unknown destination
I Walk this road Alone, not with you
Leaving places, can’t embrace it
But I know I am so much stronger than ever before
I Am Leaving this now for an unknown destination
I Must Walk this road Alone, by myself
Not With You
Not with you
I’m not do it in your way!
No, no, no
Not with you
I’m stronger than ever
I’m stronger than ever
I’m stronger than ever
I’m stronger than, stronger than ever
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2008/2013

REVOLUTION IN MIND

WORDS BY : ROY KENNETH LARSSON
MUSIC BY : JOHAN KLINTSÄTER, CHRISTER EKEROS, GUSTAV ANDERSSON
I am caught inside
My own dark mind
I need to break free
From what is holding me down
Grow my powers
And set them free
Show the world
What I can be
I start my own revolution. A revolution in my mind
Is what the world will find
I start my own revolution. A revolution in my mind
Let my light come shine
I’ll summon the powers
That I posses
The shadows will come
And try to darken my soul
But I’ll be strong
I will hold on
Cause there’s a voice
That is stronger than the beasts
I start my own revolution. A revolution in my mind
Is what the world will find
I start my own revolution. A revolution in my mind
Let my light come shine
I start my own revolution. A revolution in mind
I see the world the way it’s meant to be
And the world is me
Revolution is what I have in mind
To show the world there’s a new break of dawn
I start my own revolution. A revolution in my mind
Is what the world will find
I start my own revolution. A revolution in my mind
Let my light come shine
I start my own revolution. A revolution in mind
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2014

TIME

WORDS BY: JOHAN KLINTSÄTER, LINDA SMEDBERG
MUSIC BY: JOHAN KLINTSÄTER, OSCAR RASK
OH YEAH !!
Working for the system every day and every night
There’s so much to do, but nothing’s getting done today
Fumbling round in circles, faster than the speed of light
Soon we’ll get a heart attack by the slightest hand
Our world is like a place with no substance at all
We live our lives on credit cards and lends to everything we buy
“All we need is love”, but the only thing we feel is hate
Can we find a way out of this eternal rat race?
Time what is time?
Can’t find another, a way for some peace of mine
Time got no time
Can’t find another, a way for some peace of mine
OH YEAH !!
Well, well, well, well I’ve got some news for you my friend
It’s OK to live your painful, stressful, shallow substance life
But if you slow it down a bit and live in present now
Soon we’ll gonna break on through to the other side, yeah!
//: Time what is time?
Can’t find another, a way for some peace of mine
Time got no time
Can’t find another, a way for some peace of mine ://
GUITARSOLO
//: Time what is time?
Can’t find another, a way for some peace of mine
Time got no time
Can’t find another, a way for some peace of mine ://
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RED AFTERNOON
WORDS BY: OSCAR RASK
MUSIC BY: JOHAN KLINTSÄTER

Woooo yee yea ye aaa
...a long time ago
When your curly hair swept ashore
I stood alone and stiff as a board
Stunned (Blinded) by your beauty
My voice not nearly clean
Not sure anymore how long, I can hold out
This red afternoon, blood runs warm in my veins
My secret is hidden, you can’t make me reveal it
This beautiful red afternoon, blood runs warm in my veins
My love for you, not ready to show it. To show it
Your way of being, I like
Even if you’re not the same as me
I can’t ignore, then I would be living... in regret (Growl)
Maybe I’m not, THAT GUY!
You might find something (in me) that you don’t have
Would it be, a disaster if we only gave it a try!
This red afternoon, blood runs warm in my veins
My secret is hidden, you can’t make me reveal it
This beautiful red afternoon, blood runs warm in my veins
My love for you, not ready to show it. To show it. To show it
This Red Afternoon. This secret is hidden.
GUITARSOLO...
This red afternoon, blood runs warm in my veins
My secret is hidden, you can’t make me reveal it
This beautiful red afternoon, blood runs warm in my veins
My love for you, not ready to show it
This red afternoon, blood runs warm in my veins
Got a decision to make, to reveal it, but not ready to show it
To show it. Not ready to show it. I’m not ready to show it!
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THE POWER OF NOW
WORDS AND MUSIC BY: JOHAN KLINTSÄTER

You are a status seeker of fame
Living for your trademarks and expensive things
The love of money and wealth make you bloated
But nothing on this earth will make you satisfied
What you conceal, is a disgrace
And the power of now will turn you to stone
What you believe, has rather gone wrong
But the power of truth is here to be known
You can not see what life is about
You got no clue about that
Your life is so hollow, an anguished existence.
But the truth will set you free
What you conceal, is a disgrace
And the power of now will turn you to stone
What you believe, has rather gone wrong
But the power of truth is here to be known
Faded glory
So far away
No turning back
So why turn around at all?
GUITARSOLO...
//: What you conceal, is a disgrace
And the power of now will turn you to stone
What you believe, has rather gone wrong
But the power of truth is here to be known :// 2 times
Faded glory
So far away
No turning back
So why turn around at all?
THE POWER OF NOW
THE POWER OF TRUTH
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Essence -1-

2014

essence of the beat

WORDS BY : johan klintsäter
MUSIC BY : JOHAN KLINTSÄTER and Oscar rask

Let’s put your best dress on
And come down to the show with a smile on your face
The midnight hour is now
‘Cause tonight is the night when everything is gonna happen
Turn up the music loud
Feel the essence of the beat
Let’s put the world outside
And be in the presence of now
Spinning round a mirror ball
I’ll been dancing with my lover tonight
Speed up the rhythm, get your hands up in the air
I’ll been dancing with my lover, dancing with my lover tonight
Let the emotions flow with the beat
We feel that we finally live
The night is young and sweet and so good
‘ Cause everything feels so fine
Spinning round a mirror ball
I’ll been dancing with my lover tonight
Speed up the rhythm, get your hands up in the air
I’ll been dancing with my lover tonight
Spinning round a mirror ball
I’ll been dancing with my lover tonight
Speed up the rhythm, get your hands up in the air
I’ll been dancing with my lover, dancing with my lover tonight
GUITARSOLO...
We’re in heaven tonight, the time stand still around here
The night is young. Let’s dance the night away
Cause we´re in heaven, heaven tonight
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2014

Spinning round a mirror ball
I’ll been dancing with my lover tonight
Speed up the rhythm, get your hands up in the air
I’ll been dancing with my lover tonight
Spinning round a mirror ball
I’ll been dancing with my lover tonight
Speed up the rhythm, get your hands up in the air
I’ll been dancing with my lover tonight
Höjning:
Spinning round a mirror ball
I’ll been dancing with my lover tonight
Speed up the rhythm, get your hands up in the air
I’ll been dancing with my lover tonight
Spinning round a mirror ball
I’ll been dancing with my lover tonight
Speed up the rhythm, get your hands up in the air
I’ll been dancing with my lover, dancing with my lover tonight
I’ll been dancing with my lover tonight
I’ll been dancing with my lover tonight
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Anxiety -1-

2013/2014

Anxiety

WORDS BY : OSCAR RASK
MUSIC BY: JOHAN KLINTSÄTER, OSCAR RASK
You´re too Goddamn evil too me!
You almost hypnotize and don’t leave me be
You’re the wound that are etched in my skin
You make me out of balance and I can’t get you to heal
My sorrow is that I know you too well
My biggest regret was that I wanted to have you as my friend
With a blend of paranoia and death anxiety
I wish that you can realize what you doing to meeeeee!!!!
Are you still dreaming of it?
A life that you don’t have to fulfil
Can you regain full control?
Or do you think it’s just unplayable?
I see you smile, mockingly at me.
I recognize it cause you doing that pointless grin to me.
You’re like a knife, who stabs me countlessely
As soon you have me in your reach, the cutting shortly begins.
My happiness comes when our relationship ends.
When you’re only a trivial raindrop, and my umbrella is my defence.
With a blend of paranoia and death anxiety
I wish that you can realize what you doing to meeeeee!!!!
Are you still dreaming of it?
A life that you don’t have to fulfil
Can you regain full control?
Or do you think it’s just unplayable?
Are you still dreaming of it?
A life that you don’t have to fulfil
Can you regain full control?
Or do you think it’s just unplayable?
GUITARSOLO...
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2013/2014

But I stay
In my comfort zone
To escape
From it my own way
In daily rituals, that’s not in a healthy way,
I can resist
My worst enemy
(My worst enemy)

I rather be alone, never invite you to my home
You will never get the pleasure, to insult and decry
The air I breath belongs to me, for you I hope it will end
If I proceed to be your friend, then...
Death-wish will come...
Will come
Ooooooooaaaaaa
Yeaa ooooo
Are you still dreaming of it?
A life that you don’t have to fulfil
Can you regain full control?
Or do you think it’s just unplayable?
Are you still dreaming of it?
A life that you don’t have to fulfil
Can you regain full control?
Or do you think it’s just unplayable?
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Winter’s gone

WORDS AND MUSIC BY: JOHAN KLINTSÄTER
I am lonely. I am broken
I’m down cause I’ve lost a bit of myself today
I’ve built me a world of things
That where pretty pointless, useless and slight, or what. I don´t know
Will you hate me now?
When you find out which fake that I am
...... Ou yeea yea eya .......
These spaces in between us, makes us feel:
			
Like complete strangers to each other. I am all alone and can’t let it go
I am occupied of dreams and things, it feels so wrong, But it’s not a big deal
I turn myself to you. Will you be my friend again?
Why can’t we walk on through
All the damage that we do?
I know I can’t say yes to a life I’d never had?
I know the time will show me the way to the promised land
I was lost, but now I’m found, now I know where I belong
The Winter’s Gone, the summer’s here. It brings me back to life.
It brings me back to life.
Yeea yeea...
We where as brothers, you and I, now it feels like I don´t know you at all
How come this be? How could we go so far in our differences of the arguments
That we make, that we do, that we feel?
How can we walk on further now? Please let me know!
Will you forgive me at all? Forgive me please
I know I can’t say yes to a life I’d never had?
I know the time will show me the way to the promised land
I was lost, but now I’m found, now I know where I belong
The Winter’s Gone, the summer’s here. It brings me back to life.
I know I can’t say yes to a life I’d never had?
I know the time will show me the way to the promised land
I was lost, but now I’m found, now I know where I belong
The Winter’s Gone, the summer’s here. It brings me back to life.
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GUITARSOLO 1....
I know I can’t say yes to a life I’d never had?
I know the time will show me the way to the promised land
I was lost, but now I’m found, now I know where I belong
The Winter’s Gone, the summer’s here. It brings me back to life.
I know I can’t say yes to a life I’d never had?
I know the time will show me the way to the promised land
I was lost, but now I’m found, now I know where I belong
The Winter’s Gone, the summer’s here. It brings me back to life.
GUITARSOLO 2. (OUTRO)..WITH VOCALS
YEYEA
It brings me back to life.
WOUU WOUU....
It brings me back to life.
I know I can’t say yes to a life I’d never had?
I know the time will show me the way to the promised land
I was lost, but now I’m found, now I know where I belong
The Winter’s Gone, the summer’s here. It brings me back to life.
It brings me back to life.
It brings me back to life.
YEAA
It brings me back to life.
WOOU WOUU
WOUU
It brings me back to life.
WOUU WOOU
WOUU WOUU WOUUU
It brings me back to life.
OUUU
OUUU
It brings me back to life.
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LAST MAN STANDING
WORDS AND MUSIC BY: JOHAN KLINTSÄTER

Heaven’s burning with a glance of great compassion
There’s a new desire looming on the top of the mountains
Reaching for the skies, the suns and the horizons
A daily ritual of degression of the struggle within us
Taste the fear from the crown of thorns pinches hard on the soul’s thin shell
Sheep strong taste of blood in the mouth by all the pain and suffering
A complete regression through the history can make us stronger together
Takes a deep breath. Feel the strength. Strikes me free from it all To be the last man standing.
Standing here with you
To be the last man standing. Standing here
Breaking free from it all. To be the last man standing
There’s a new break of dawn in the distance that’s arising
Fighting the battle in the midst of the illusions
The closer we approach the core, the stronger we’ll becoming
Feeling the wings burnt broken the higher up we’re getting there
There’s only one further serious effort left before the we reach the horizon
A momentary lapse of reasons makes a time-slot in my mind
Remembering all the good things we come through together, it made us stronger
Takes a deep breath, feel the strength, Strikes me free from it all To be the last man standing.
Standing here with you, wouuouuw
To be the last man standing. Standing here
Breaking free from it all. To be the last man standing
Guitarsolo....
Feeling the wings they carries me home
Feeling free for the first time. Break on through to the other side
Heaven’s burning, deep in the core of the horizon
Feeling the breeze and taste the air that we are reaping
These distance in between us, now belongs to an ancient elapsed distant time
Takes a deep breath, feel the strength, Strikes me free from it all
To Be the last man standing
Standing here with you, wouuouuw
Breaking free from it all. To be the last man standing
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